YV838, YV856, YV2175, YV2176 SPC42-cerulean-HYGB; MATa; his3Δ1; leu2Δ0; ura3Δ0; met15Δ0 wild-type; isolate 1, 2, 3, 4 Nazarova, et al., 2013 and this study.
YV2275, YV2276, YV2464
tub4-Y362E-NAT; MATa; his3Δ1; leu2Δ0; ura3Δ0; met15Δ0 γ-tub-Y362E; isolate 1, 2, 3 This study.
YV2098, YV2361, YV2362
tub4-Y445D-NAT; MATa; his3Δ1; leu2Δ0; ura3Δ0; met15Δ0 Figure S1 | Growth rates reflect strain fitness independently of initial conditions. Linkage group analysis for Y445D and Y362E alleles based on colony size (a) and measured growth rates (b). A linkage group extending ~150 kb (50 cM) on either side of the TUB4 locus is detected for the Y445D and Y362E alleles using both methods. Colony sizes at 24 hours have a large variance that increases with distance. This variance arises from initial conditions and experimental procedures, and must be corrected in post-processing. In contrast, measured growth rates for double mutants have increased precision and accuracy as a consequence of relatively uniform growth rates across replicates and duplicates. 
